
  
 
 
AUGENTIC - Driven by Technology 
 
AUGENTIC GmbH having its headquarters in Munich, Germany is a globally operating company in 
the business of digital identities, the related identity management and digital payment solutions. 
 
Our projects range from the supply of components all the way through to turnkey solution projects. 
Using AUGENTIC’s competencies and talents our customers - governments and central banks 
worldwide - have a responsible, trustworthy and competent partner for the secure handling of the 
identity of their citizens and the development of digital payment systems.  
 
Founded by a team of well-known industry experts, AUGENTIC GmbH combines innovative power 
with many years of expertise enabling customers to benefit from tailor made solutions of exceptional 
and lasting quality. 
 
Our talents are a key asset to the company. Therefore, we put great efforts in individual development 
plans. So, are you interested in shaping the future and make this world a safer place together with 
us? You can expect exciting, varied tasks with the opportunity to actively shape the further 
development of the company. 
 
BE AUGENTIC! 
 
We are currently looking for a 
 
Manager Finance (m/f/d) 
 
for our recently established subsidiary in Zurich, Switzerland 
 
 
Task description: 
You will be the commercial sparring partner for the local managing director and actively drive the 
business forward. With a dotted line the function reports directly into the Senior Vice President 
Finance of the headquarter AUGENTIC GmbH and the group CFO. 
 
Your main tasks and responsibilities will be: 
 

 Performing all Finance related tasks for AUGENTIC Switzerland and its subsidiaries including 
but not limited to: 

 Creation of Controlling set-up together with HQ 
 Controlling including monthly reporting to HQ 
 Accounting including reconciliation with all necessary sources 
 Year-end work together with auditors. You will be the main contact person for auditors 
 Tax returns 

 Support sales colleagues within public procurement procedures 
 Main contact to local banks 

 

Requirements: 
 Degree in Business Administration or Finance 
 At least three years of relevant working experience 
 Excellent skills in English and French; skills in German are an advantage 



 Excellent MS Office skills 
 Experience with ERP (e.g. Navision, SAP) solutions are an advantage 
 Required to travel (approximately 10%) 

 
Our offer: 

 A working environment characterized by team spirit and mutual appreciation 
 Flat hierarchies  
 Direct reporting line to experienced senior management 
 Flexible working hours 
 Top office location 

 

 
Start of Employment: 
 
As soon as possible 
 
We are looking forward to receiving you full application documents. Please send the by email to 
careers@augentic.com or upload them on www.augentic.com  
 
For any questions about the job offering don’t hesitate to contact our HR-Department: 
 
Gisela Schmöger 
Phone: +49 89 9545394-13 
Email: careers@augentic.com 
 


